Next Step Writers Conference 2012

PROSE CONTEST WINNERS
1ST PLACE, MICHELLE WING — “LEAVING EVERYTHING BEHIND”
Michelle Wing is a writer of poetry, fiction and creative nonfiction who spent much of her adult
life in Seattle, Osaka, Kyoto and San Francisco, but now resides in the country in northern Sonoma County with her partner Sabrina, her faithful dog Ripley, and a houseful of other animals.
She has been published previously in the Gay & Lesbian Review, Sinister Wisdom and Vintage
Voices, and is employed as the senior staff writer for the Calistoga Tribune in Napa Valley. Michelle uses her creative voice in her volunteer work at the Sonoma County YWCA, where she cofacilitates writing and art workshops for survivors of domestic violence. She has a master’s in
Japanese studies, and can also be found online writing about life from a Zen perspective, at
www.rrzbeginnersmind.blogspot.com.

2ND PLACE, FRAN CLAGETT — “THE LEGACY OF WORDS”
After many years of teaching high school and college level English, Fran Clagett is now devoting
her time to writing, consulting, and teaching memoir writing and poetry in the Osher Lifelong
Learning Institute at Sonoma State University. Fran was director of the California team of teachers who designed and implemented a statewide assessment program in reading and writing. She
has given workshops for teachers from Alaska to Idaho to Florida, evaluated schools in Guam,
and taught in the Panama and the Virgin Islands summer workshops for the Bay Area Writing
Project. She chaired the statewide Curriculum Study Commission for four years and is a frequent
presenter at state and national conferences. She has written a large number of books for teachers
and co-authored a series of alternative textbooks on critical reading and writing. Taurean Horn
Press, owned by Bill Vartnaw, Sonoma County Poet Laureate, published her first poetry book
Black Birds and Other Birds. Her second book of poems will be published later this year by Risk
Press.

3RD PLACE, KENT SORENSEN — “AN UNDISCLOSED ODYSSEY”
Kent Sorensen recently completed The Dark Horse of Shanghai, a first novel about corruption in
China that will be published in May 2012. He recently wrote two memoirs: An Undisclosed Odyssey and Unexpected Contact, a story about a mentally disabled woman that was accepted for
publication in the 2012 RWC Anthology.

HONORABLE MENTION

CHARLES MARKEE
“KAUIAI ODYSSEY”
Redwood Writers Branch of California Writers Club

May 2012

AMANDA MCTIGUE
“FROM LOOKOUT”
www.redwoodwriters.org
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OUR ILLUSTRIOUS JUDGES
JOHN P. ABBOT
John P. Abbott is a writer, editor and marketing consultant based in Petaluma, CA. His fiction has appeared in
Frisko, Fence and the 2009, 2010 and 2011 editions of Vintage Voices: Anthology of California Writers. He
recently spent two weeks in Europe compiling research for an article on Byron’s Italian mistresses and their
influence on his epic poem, “Don Juan.” Email: jpabbott@sonic.net.

KATE FARRELL
Kate Farrell earned a Masters degree from UC-Berkeley; taught language arts in high schools, colleges, and
universities; founded the Word Weaving storytelling project, publishing educational materials, and the Wisdom Has a Voice memoir project; edited the anthology, Wisdom Has a Voice: Every Daughter’s Memories of
Mother, 2011. Visit Kate’s website and blog: wisdomhasavoice.com

KERRY GRANSHAW
Kerry Granshaw worked as a chemist and for many years her writing skills were applied to experimental
notes. This required absolutely no imagination. At the opposite end of the scale she’s now enjoying writing
fantasy for children and young adults. She has had short stories printed by the literary publications, Hard Row
to Hoe, Bust Out and Vintage Voices. She regularly reads at literary salons, locally in Healdsburg and Santa
Rosa, and occasionally in San Francisco.

CONTEST CHAIR
KATHY RUEVE
For many years, Kathy Rueve has balanced her writing life and professional accounting career. She facilitates a
weekly writing workshop at Oakmont where the group has put together two ring-bound anthologies and selfpublished three books. With a background in anthropology and studying how primates interact with their environment, she has focused both her community work and writing on social and psychological development. Although her first calling was non-fiction, Kathy soon discovered she was a much better fiction writer. While
working on an historical novel set in sixteenth century Portugal, she continues to write short stories and an occasional essay or poem.
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LEAVING EVERYTHING BEHIND
BY MICHELLE WING
FIRST PLACE
I left everything behind; I gave everything away. It
started that day with you. Keep it, I said. It’s yours. When we
broke up, and there was only one television, and only one
copy of a Melissa Etheridge CD, I said, no, I don’t mind, take
it. The painting from the Farmers Market, the electric
toothbrush your mother gave us, your college sweatshirt I’ve
been using for pajamas. It’s my fault, I said, that this is ending, I know how unhappy you are, please, take whatever you
want. I shed it all, like a lizard leaving behind its tail, a snake
losing its skin. I pretended a human generosity and compassion, when in actuality it was that more reptilian emotion at
work, the willingness of the lizard to sacrifice pieces of its
own body for freedom, the struggling torpor of the snake
pushing out into the shadows.
We had tried. In the early months, bright with newness, I
slept through the nights, and we woke with kisses and sweet
words. But as time passed, the nightmares stole back into the
bedroom, depression doggedly followed me about through
the days, and my old friend alcohol lured me into a number of
black-out drunks. You wanted to help, but didn’t know how.
You fretted, pampered, scolded. Two intentional overdoses
and a couple of mental hospital stays later, you were still trying to save me. There was no way to tell you gently: you are
so new, and this is so old. You are a one year anachronism in
the prehistoric diorama. You are a blip on the screen, you see,
in this black universe of sorrow. There is nothing you can
change. The best thing for me to do is go away.
So I packed my bags. You cried, and you pleaded. You
said you loved me. You promised that together we could conquer this demon, while I put my books into boxes. Then you
got angry, and said I was selfish and manipulative. I agreed,
and folded up my t-shirts. You plaintively said we had season
tickets to the symphony. I handed you the tickets, and stuck
my journals into my shoulder bag. Since the cat was mine,
and the dog was yours, we called it a fifty-fifty split. When
there was nothing left to bargain for, you helped me carry the
last of the boxes out to my car. I didn’t look back as I drove
away.
Depression is such a tedious word. I prefer to think of it
as melancholia. Here is the stupor of the cold-blooded reptile,
body and mind numb, thoughts sluggish. It is an odd place to
live, both all consuming and bifurcated, because there is a
harsh parallel reality, the land of pain, existing alongside. The
heaviness is split open by piercing moments of being alive. I
walk a slim balance beam, a gymnast poised above despair,
knowing at any moment the slightest wobble or misstep can
catapult me into the depths.
I found a room to rent in San Francisco. On the surface I
maintained a veneer of functionality, went to work each day,
stopping at the gym each night, heading to a club on the way
home. Peel back that façade, though, and find the truth. I
could not make myself eat, and the numbers on the bathroom
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scale dropped lower each day. The gym workouts stretched
longer and longer. At the clubs, music pushed my body for
hours at a time. Periodically, like a heroin addict getting a fix,
I escaped to the bathroom to draw a razor blade across my
forearm, a reminder I could still feel something, anything.
Dragging myself home at two a.m., the hope was that complete exhaustion would allow me to survive the nightmares.
But even starved and physically spent, I woke screaming,
trapped under a man’s body, or being choked. Other nights, I
was pursued by older terrors, the faces blank, the pain explosive. The dreams spun one into another, filling the darkness.
Now and then, you left messages. You wanted to know if
I was taking care of myself. I never returned the calls. Long
before, I had created distance from my family, and dropped
connections with other friends. This allowed me to begin to
plan an exit. I understood that leaving you was only a preparation for the real departure. Other than this thin thread, I was
completely free from human attachments. This time, I wanted
no entanglements. This time, I wanted to go clean.
I opened up the phone book and found the listing for
bookstores. I owned almost two thousand books, every volume I had come across since I was a child. I loaded as many
boxes as I could into the car, and made my first trip. Over the
next few weeks, I sold them all over San Francisco. My entire
literary history disappeared: old favorites like “Huckleberry
Finn” and “The Yearling;” a vast Japanese collection that
included “The Tale of Genji” and “The Chrysanthmum and
the Sword;” a fascination with Russia, with volumes by Solzhenitsyn and Doestoevsky; feminist works by Adrienne Rich,
Judy Grahn and bell hooks; and literature of every type, from
Virginia Woolf to Kate Chopin, Sylvia Plath to William
Shakespeare.
I flipped through the pages of yearbooks, seeing myself
as an awkward eighth grader, then later as a senior, “Most
Likely to Succeed.” During one afternoon I sorted an old,
broken down box that summed up my entire student career.
Horsemanship ribbons. Violin and piano music. Student of
the Month. Speech team plaques. President’s Scholarship.
Rhodes Scholar Finalist. One last look, and all of it into the
trash can.
I was erasing everything. These mementos were spider
webs tying me to this earth. With each trip to a bookstore or
to the dumpster, my body felt lighter. For the first time in
months, I experienced moments of pure happiness. I was almost free.
Once the paper trail had been removed, there was little left
to deal with. Only a futon on the floor, a broken-down dresser, a
small desk, a now-empty bookcase. Most of my belongings had
been left behind along the way, sacrificed to girlfriends as apologies for ending relationships, much the way I did with you. The
only critical item was finding a home for Roo, my cat, who at
this point, I confess, was the only soul I felt guilty about abandoning. Not, however, guilty enough to change my mind. And I
knew you would take her in.
I didn’t believe in the fanfare of final notes. No “sorry,
everyone, I love you, but I just had to do this.” Instead, I
wrote a list of instructions.
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LEAVING EVERYTHING BEHIND (CONT.)
“Important: Notify the following only in case of death.
Parents, (you), my housemate, car dealership (with phone
numbers). “My car is parked on the corner of Portola. It will
be OK until Tuesday street cleaning. Please contact the Nissan
dealership, and instruct them to pick up the car, since it is on
lease.
“Please contact (you) to let her know that my cat needs to
be picked up.”
“I authorize my final paycheck and the balance of my
checking account to be paid to (you) for the care of my cat.”
That’s it. I folded the note up neatly and tucked it in my
wallet.
You know, of course, how it all turned out, even though
you don’t know the details. It started out perfectly. I parked the
car up on Portola, and walked down the hill to the Castro. The
rainbow flag on Market Street looked beautiful in the
moonlight. I went from bar to bar, boy bars that I don’t usually
go to, and drank. I thought, “This is it. It’s over. And I’m here,
with friends.” Because it felt like that, surrounded by gay men.

THE LEGACY OF WORDS
BY FRAN CLAGETT
SECOND PLACE
I begin with words, with the sounds, knowing that the
only way we can hear sounds is to create silences, the spaces
between the sounds. First, my own legacy: to whom do I owe
my love of language? How can I chronicle my own Odyssey,
my attempt to get home to the Ithaca of my lifelong absorption
with/in words?
The spoken word is my legacy, nothing written down.
The stories began with my grandmother, lying in the double
bed we shared on her long visits, listening to the stories of the
child, her mother, who came from Wales to live with her
American aunt and uncle, telling of the promises of school and
a good life, but translated into the cold attic room, and washing
dishes and laundry, and dusting and sweeping all of the rooms
let out to boarders, and not going to school at all. And then, the
best part, the gentleman boarder, twenty years her senior, who
felt sorry for the fourteen year old girl and took her away and
married her. There were those stories, over and over, told in
the dark in her lilting Welsh voice.
And there were the stories of my mother's Scottish grandmother, born and raised on the small island of Tiree, mythic in
my memory of the young couple on their wedding day, the
groom going off on the ritual fishing expedition, the bride
waiting on shore for the first catch of their married life. Then
the storm, suddenly and fiercely catching the small fishing
boat, sweeping the young man overboard to his drowning, the
bride, watching from shore, seeing her life drown before her.
If not for that storm, she never would have left the small island
Redwood Writers Branch of California Writers Club

Not everyone gets to plan their last night.
Sometime near midnight, with plenty of alcohol in my gut,
I took a bottle of pills and went into an alley. The plan was to
remain undiscovered until morning. But some wretched good
Samaritan found me too soon, and called an ambulance. I
woke up late the next day in intensive care, then lapsed into
unconsciousness again. Hours passed, and when I came to, you
were there. The emergency room nurse had read my note and
called you, ignoring my instructions, since you were to be notified only in case of death. You were smiling, pleased you
were needed. I asked you to take Roo for a while, until I could
get things together. You looked so hopeful. If there had been
any space left in my chest for human emotion, I would have
felt ashamed.
But I turned my cold reptilian eyes towards you and said,
“Thanks. This is really helping me out.” Then I rolled over and
faced the wall, wondering how in the hell I was going to get
through one more day, when everything I ever had was already
gone.

of Tiree, gone to Edinburgh, met my great-grandfather, borne
my grandfather, moved to America, to Ohio, where he would
marry the daughter of the young Welsh girl.
"Where did you get your interest in words?" I asked my
mother, who loved to play Scrabble, work the crossword puzzle, and watch Wheel of Fortune. For it was words, not ways
with words, but the words themselves that fascinated her. "I
don't know," she answered. "My grandmother learned Latin
and Greek on Tiree. Your grandfather loved words; he knew
most of Shakespeare by heart." I was staggered. Latin? Greek?
Shakespeare by heart? My grandfather who had worked in the
coal mines with his six sons all of his life?
And the five daughters, what of them? Words captured
them, kept them in school, and made them into teachers, as
well as world class anagram players. Aunt Carrie, the last time
I saw her, a few months before her death at 89, beat me blind.
Aunt Betty, the aunt whom I most admired for her intellectual
and philosophical interests, the aunt whose mind was always
razor sharp, now dulled by Alzheimer's, still responds to the
wooden block letters, still makes words out of words, the old
familiar smile briefly flashing before the circuit closes over
again.
Anagrams and Shakespeare. What is the connection?
"Words, words, words." Words, through the grandfather from
Scotland, son of the woman raised on the island of Tiree,
where she, like the other children on that barren island, went to
school, studied literature, learned it by heart. In the small mining town in Ohio, one family read together in the evenings, by
kerosene lamps; my mother, uncles, and aunts--all eleven of
them--spoke "proper" English, often to the ridicule of the other
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THE LEGACY OF WORDS (CONT.)
children. Their speech has none of the southern Ohio linguistic
patterns that would reveal their childhood home.
No one in the family had ever gone back to the island of
Tiree. The name itself became Ithaca for me, carrying as it did
the story of the wedding day tragedy and representing the origin of my fascination with language. And so I wandered my
way to Tiree for all of them--the aunts, the uncles, the grandmother, the mother--most of all the mother, to create the
memories that they could not invent for themselves.
It was an Odyssey. There was water to cross. There was a
small plane. There was rain and wind, cold summer weather in
the Hebrides. And on the island, nothing taller than a shoulder-

AN UNDISCLOSED ODYSSEY
BY KENT SORENSON
THIRD PLACE
At first I didn’t see her. Fifty feet away, I was in my zone,
photographing the magnificent sculptures within the walls of
the Montparnasse Cemetery in Paris. As the sound of the
sloshing water registered in my mind, I turned to glance in her
direction. Wow, what an interesting shot – I thought.
An elderly French woman was hunched over an ancient
water pump. Clutching a walking cane and large handbag in
one hand, she used her free hand to press down on the plunger
at the top. Water gushed out from the spigot half way down
and into her plastic watering can. The opportunity to capture
this rare scene might last only a fleeting moment, so I swiveled
my camera around on the tripod and started to snap shots of
her. By the third frame, she was done and reached down to lift
the watering can – but it didn’t budge.
It was obvious that this fragile looking woman needed
help carrying the heavy can to wherever she was going. So I
grabbed my tripod and camera and jogged over to her. Up
close, she looked to be in her nineties. But like most Parisian
women, she was well groomed and wore stylish clothes including a colorful beret. Not daring to use my woefully inadequate French, I asked in English, “May I help you?”
She smiled and began talking to me in French, too rapid
for me to understand. I leaned down to lift the watering can
filled to the brim and followed her as she shuffled off with the
aid of her cane. We went by one row of gravesites after another through the manicured cemetery grounds while she chatted away. When she paused in her monologue, I’d say, “Mais
oui.” That prompted her to continue where she’d left off in her
storytelling. I wasn’t sure, but she must have assumed that I
spoke fluent French. In the meantime, the watering can was
getting heavier in my grasp.
The moment she stopped at a gravesite, her attention went
from me to whoever was buried there. The timbre of her voice
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high bush that would not bend in the winter gales. Sheep and
cows obscured homes built into the earth, roofs slanting up
from the ground. The island seemed deserted as we walked to
the tavern inn, the only accommodation; it wasn't until we
opened the door that we discovered the center of the island,
gathered noisily in the pub. From there we could see the graveyard where we found seven stones attesting to the sometime
existence of the MacDougals; and the next morning we walked
to the school--the school where Flora MacDougal had learned
Latin and Greek, learned Shakespeare by heart, later to teach it
to her son.
By these devious means, we receive the legacy of words.

softened as she initiated a two-way conversation. I just didn’t
hear what was being said from the other side, but she obviously did. I set the can down on one side of me and spread the
legs of my tripod on the other so I could rid myself of holding
them. I was content to listen to this sweet lady converse with
her deceased loved ones and try to guess what she was saying.
After finishing her tête-à-tête, she turned and motioned for
me to sprinkle water on the well tended flowers growing in
ceramic pots. When I finished, she slowly lowered herself
down on an adjacent slab of black granite and patted a space
besides her. I went ahead and sat next to her, not sure what
was coming next.
A momentary silence was broken when she launched into
an emotionally charged story. I caught the words mère and
père for mother and father and now understood who was buried at the gravesite. Just as she reached over to hold my hand,
she started to cry. No, this was not some muffled whimper, but
full-fledged wracking sobs. Caught off guard, I also found
myself getting choked up. Her cracking voice transformed
itself from a frail old woman to that of a little girl. I took a
deep breath and proceeded to listen to her talk for the next ten
minutes in a language I could barely understand. Occasionally
she’d emphasize a point by squeezing my hand with surprising
strength.
Then her voice trailed off to silence. After wiping her eyes
she took a deep breath and looked over at me with a wan
smile. She then brushed off her coat with gnarled hands, used
her cane as a prop, and slowly stood up. I followed her lad. To
my complete surprise, she said in clear English, “Thank you.”
I thought I detected a mischievous twinkle in her eyes. Then
she reached over and gave me a hug. A moment later, she
picked up her empty watering can and slowly walked away.
While strolling out of the cemetery with a smile on my
face and camera equipment in hand, I remember thinking –
Thank you for choosing me to tell your very personal story.
Then I chuckled – Surely you knew all along, it was safe with
me.
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Redwood Writers Contests 2012
Science Fiction Short Story Contest
Deadline to Submit: July 15
 Awards at Membership Meeting Sept. 9
 Chair: Ann Wilkes
 Send submissions to: sfcontest@redwoodwriters.org


Mystery/Thriller Short Story Contest
Deadline to Submit: Sept. 15
 Awards at Membership Meeting Nov. 9
 Chair: Deborah Taylor-French


Young Adult Short Story Contest
Deadline to Submit: Oct. 15
 Awards at Membership Meeting Dec. 9
 Chair: Natasha Yim


Go to website for details and dates at www.redwoodwriters.org.
Contests coordinator — Linda Loveland Reid
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